COREPSYCH
Comprehensive Evidence – Persistent Review
5029 Corporate Woods Dr., Ste 250
Va. Beach, VA 23462
757.473.3770 Fx: 757.473.3768

Charles Parker DO
Medical Director
Cell 757.560.5625

To: Whom It May Concern:
From: Charles Parker, DO, Child, Adolescent and Adult Psych, Addictions
Specialist, Psychopharmacologist, Brain Nuclear Imaging Resource [SPECT],
Metabolic/Systems Medicine Specialist.
RE: Patient: _______________________________________
Subject: Your “Doctor of Record” and the patient’s ongoing consultation with
Parker
Date: _____________
Your patient plans to consult with me. It would be most helpful if your patient
could consult with me in the context of your ongoing care there. Therefore, I am
requesting that we work together to facilitate his/her care.
This brief note is to request that you serve there as the Doctor of Record, and
monitor our recommended care with the patient in your office. If it makes sense,
I would be happy to remain in a consultant role, discuss the detailed nuances of
treatment with the patient and the family, and with you, as your need arises. I
would appreciate any faxes or mailings from you as well to keep posted on your
views of progress or regression.
Subsequent to each review with me, I hardcopy by fax every recommended change in
meds and give reasons, and ask that you manage the meds there. I don’t send
scripts through the mail, and do not medically manage people that I don’t see
regularly in my office, even if they are from VA. My recommendations are very
traditional, within the standard of care.
For urgent matters I always take calls from any Doctor of Record to my office
here, anytime.
For more challenging psychiatric acuity states [psychosis, life or death matters]:
- we do not try to provide ongoing consultation for psychiatric acuity long
distance - too many liabilities, to many unpredictable variables. We try to
predict these eventualities and transition if this arrangement proves
counterproductive, and inform the patient of this plan at the outset. We will
facilitate transfer for those cases quickly with availability for consultation in that
process as well.
Patients will be expected to authorize our medical communication through our
intake process at this office.
Thanks; look forward to working together,
CEP

